
 

Digital Liquid Filling Machine Model KM-LT130D: A 

Versatile and Advanced Solution for Filling Diverse Liquids 

The Digital Liquid Filling Machine Model KM-LT130D stands out 

as a modern and sophisticated liquid filling solution, designed to 

handle a wide range of liquids within a volume range of 5 to 3500 

milliliters. This machine is available in both single-nozzle and 

double-nozzle configurations and can be employed for filling 

liquids in various containers, including bottles, cans, cups, and 

bags. 

Key Advantages of the Digital Liquid Filling Machine Model 

KM-LT130D: 

• Suitable for Filling a Variety of Liquids: This machine 

can be utilized for filling diverse liquids with varying 

viscosities, such as water, oil, fragrances, essences, 

perfumes, and many more. 

• Versatility for Various Container Types: The machine 

can accommodate containers of different sizes and shapes, 

ensuring adaptability to diverse packaging needs. 

• User-Friendly Operation: Featuring a digital display and 

straightforward controls, the machine is effortless to 

operate, minimizing the learning curve for users. 

• High Filling Accuracy: The machine delivers precise 

filling, ensuring that the exact desired volume of liquid is 

dispensed into each container. 

• Automatic Counting and Filling Control: The machine's 

automatic counting feature keeps track of the number of 

filling cycles, while the filling control mechanism ensures 

consistent filling volumes. 

• Storage of Multiple Filling Programs: The machine can 

store multiple filling programs in its memory, allowing 

users to quickly switch between different filling settings. 

• Anti-Drip Function: The anti-drip function prevents 

liquid leakage after the filling process is complete, 

minimizing waste and maintaining a clean working 

environment. 

Safety Precautions: 

• Thoroughly review the safety instructions before 

operating the machine. 

• Avoid contact of liquids with skin and eyes. 

• In case of liquid contact with skin or eyes, rinse 

immediately with copious amounts of water. 

• If any malfunctions occur, cease operation and contact 

an authorized technician for assistance. 

Conclusion: 

The Digital Liquid Filling Machine Model KM-LT130D emerges 

as a compelling choice for businesses seeking a versatile and 

advanced liquid filling solution. Its ability to handle a wide range 

of liquids, accommodate diverse containers, and offer precise filling 

with user-friendly operation makes it an ideal asset for various 

production settings. 

For more information about this product, please scan the QR 

code below. 
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